ALMA MAPS OF DUST AND WARM DENSE GAS EMISSION IN THE STARBURST GALAXY IC 5179
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ABSTRACT

We present our high-resolution (0′.15 × 0′.13, ∼34 pc) observations of the CO (6−5) line emission, which probes the warm and dense molecular gas, and the 434 μm dust continuum emission in the nuclear region of the starburst galaxy IC 5179, conducted with the Atacama Large Millimeter Array (ALMA). The CO (6−5) emission is spatially distributed in filamentary structures with many dense cores and shows a velocity field that is characteristic of a circum-nuclear rotating gas disk, with 90% of the rotation speed arising within a radius of ≤150 pc. At the scale of our spatial resolution, the CO (6−5) and dust emission peaks do not always coincide, with their surface brightness ratio varying by a factor of ∼10. This result suggests that their excitation mechanisms are likely different, as further evidenced by the Southwest to Northeast spatial gradient of both CO-to-dust continuum ratio and Pa-α equivalent width. Within the nuclear region (radius∼300 pc) and with a resolution of ∼34 pc, the CO line flux (dust flux density) detected in our ALMA observations is 180 ± 18 Jy km s−1 (71 ± 7 mJy), which account for 22% (2.4%) of the total value measured by Herschel.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Luminous infrared galaxies (LIRGs; $L_{\text{IR}}[8–10000 \mu m] > 10^{11} L_\odot$) are a mixture of single nuclear regions, galaxy pairs, interacting systems and advanced mergers (e.g. Haan et al. 2011, 2013; Petty et al. 2014; Larson et al. 2016; Psychogios et al. 2016), and their space density exceeds that of optically selected starburst and Seyfert galaxies (AGNs) at comparable bolometric luminosity (Soifer et al. 1987). Compared to their local counterparts (Iono et al. 2009; High-z LIRGs; including Ultra-LIRGs, i.e. $L_{\text{IR}} > 10^{12} L_\odot$) are known to be extremely rich in molecular gas, with the ratio of total H$_2$ mass typically >1 (Sanders & Mirabel 1996). While the CO (1−0) line has been widely used to trace the total molecular gas content, star formation occurs in the denser parts of molecular gas clouds as evidenced by the tight correlations between $L_{\text{IR}}$ and dense gas tracers such as HCN and CS (e.g., Gao & Solomon 2004; Wu et al. 2005; Zhang et al. 2014; Priyon et al. 2015). Since star formation is expected to heat up the surrounding molecular gas substantially, the resulting warm dense gas can be better traced by the mid-J (e.g. 5 ≤ $J_{\text{upp}}$ ≤ 8) CO line transitions, which have critical densities ($n_{\text{crit}}$) of a few times 10$^9$ cm$^{-3}$, and excitation temperatures of 100 − 200 K (Carilli & Walter 2013).

Indeed, using the Herschel Space Observatory (hereafter Herschel; Pilbratt et al. 2010) SPIRE Fourier Transform Spectrometer (FTS; Griffin et al. 2010) data on a flux-limited subsample of nearby LIRGs selected from the Great Observatories All-Sky LIRG Survey (GOALS; Armus et al. 2009), Lu et al. (2014, 2017) found that, at galactic scales, SFR (as probed by $L_{\text{IR}}$) correlated much better with the (6−5) and (7−6) transitions of CO, rather than with the low-$J$ ones ($J < 4$).
This result has been confirmed by Liu et al. (2015) on an expanded sample also including nearby normal galaxies and star-forming regions, in which the authors showed that the best correlations (i.e. smallest dispersion) are between mid-\textit{J} CO line emission and IR continuum emission (i.e. the star formation law). However, at smaller scale (e.g. $\sim 0.6 - 1$ kpc, depending on the specific transition), these correlations start to show larger dispersion and/or deviate from the general relations (e.g. Figure 1 in Liu et al. 2015). Furthermore, our earlier Atacama Large Millimeter Array (ALMA; Wootten & Thompson 2009) high-resolution imaging of several LIRGs in CO (6–5) (Xu et al. 2014, 2015; Zhao et al. 2016b) also showed evidence of the breakdown of star formation law at a physical scale of $\lesssim 100$ pc.

However, the CO (6–5) line is extremely difficult to observe in nearby galaxies using ground-based facilities, even with ALMA, and thus high-resolution ($\lesssim$kpc) interferometric observations, mostly thanks to ALMA but also the SMA, are available only for a handful of sources: Arp 220 (Matsushita et al. 2009; Rangwala et al. 2015), VV 114 (Sliwa et al. 2013), NGC 34 (Xu et al. 2014), NGC 1068 (García-Burillo et al. 2014, 2016), NGC 1614 (Sliwa et al. 2014; Xu et al. 2015; Saito et al. 2017); NGC 253 (Krips et al. 2016), NGC 7130 (Zhao et al. 2016b), and IRAS13120-5453 (Sliwa et al. 2017). Among these observations, about two thirds have physical resolutions of $\lesssim 100$ pc, and only the data for NGC 1068 (García-Burillo et al. 2014, 2016) have achieved a physical resolution better than 50 pc due to its much closer distance compared to other targets (except for NGC 253).

In order to study the properties of warm molecular gas and cold dust, and their relations to star formation in more details, we have initiated a multi-cycle ALMA program to observe the nuclear regions in representative LIRGs from our FTS sample to map simultaneously the CO (6–5) line emission (rest-frame frequency $= 691.473$GHz) and the dust continuum emission at $\sim 434 \mu m$, with an ultimate goal of reaching a physical resolution of $\sim 50$ pc, i.e. the typical size of a Galactic giant molecular cloud (GMC; Solomon et al. 1979), or less. Our ALMA targets include NGC 34 (Xu et al. 2014) and NGC 1614 (Xu et al. 2015) from the Cycle-0 observations, NGC 7130 (Zhao et al. 2016b) from the Cycle-2 observations, and IC 5179 of which the data presented here are combined from 3 independent observing campaigns across Cycles 2 and 3. The Cycle-0 sources represent advanced mergers with a very warm far-infrared (FIR) color (e.g. the IRAS 60-to-100 $\mu m$ ratio $f_{60}/f_{100}$~1), whereas the Cycle-2 targets have FIR colors ($f_{60}/f_{100}$~0.5 – 0.7) more representative of typical LIRGs, covering both compact nuclear core and circumnuclear disk configurations visible in the high-resolution Pa-$\alpha$ images of Alonso-Herrero et al. (2007; 2006), and whether there exists a significant AGN contribution to the ionized gas heating based on the [Ne\textsc{v}] observation of Petric et al. (2011).

Our previous studies have illustrated the different morphologies in the CO (6–5) emission within the nuclear regions of the three LIRGs: a rotating disk in NGC 34 (Xu et al. 2014), a rotating ring in NGC 1614 (Xu et al. 2015), and co-rotating clouds in NGC 7130 (Zhao et al. 2016b). Moreover, the CO (6–5) in NGC 7130 shows a unique double-lobed structure, well consistent with the dust lanes in the optical/near-infrared images. Furthermore, there seems to be a trend in the sense that the nuclear region (with a diameter of about 500 pc) contains a smaller fraction of the dense gas emission as the FIR color becomes cooler.

Whereas NGC 7130 is a peculiar spiral accompanied by two dwarf galaxies, and hosts an AGN, IC 5179 is an isolated, pure starburst galaxy (Veillux et al. 1995) with a morphology type of SA(rs)bc (de Vaucouleurs et al. 1991). The star formation activities in IC 5179 are widespread as demonstrated by the H\textalpha emission (Lehnert & Heckman 1995), and numerous H\textalpha regions are distributed in the spiral arms (Alonso-Herrero et al. 2006). Its inclination angle of $\sim 63^\circ$, calculated by using the axis ratio from Lehnert & Heckman (1995), indicates that we nearly have an edge-on view of this source. At its distance (angular size distance) of 50.2 Mpc, 1" corresponds to 244 pc. As shown in Armus et al. (2009), IC 5179 has $L_{IR} = 10^{11.24} L_\odot$, and $f_{60}/f_{100} \sim 0.52$, which make it the least luminous and coldest target in our ALMA sample. The nucleus is the most obscured region in this galaxy (Piqueras López et al. 2013), with annular mean $A_V$ (derived using the Br-$\gamma$/Br-$\delta$ ratio) in the range of $\sim 5$–10 mag, consistent with that obtained from the near-IR (NIR) colors (Díaz-Santos et al. 2008).

Previous single-dish observations of low-$J$ 12CO and 13CO transitions (Mirabel et al. 1990; Garay et al. 1993) in IC 5179 show that these lines have multiple peaks. The 12CO (1$\rightarrow$0) to 13CO (1$\rightarrow$0) line ratio is $\sim 9$, consistent with the value for normal galaxies (Sage & Isbell 1991) but much smaller than that for starburst mergers (Tanimichi & Ohyama 1998). The CO spectral line energy distribution (SLED) of IC 5179 observed by Herschel peaks at $J = 4$ (Lu et al. 2017), whereas the CO (4$\rightarrow$3) to (1$\rightarrow$0) line ratio is about 0.3 based on the Herschel and SEST 15m data (the beams at these frequencies are roughly the same, i.e., $\sim 45''$; Mirabel et al. 1990; Garay et al. 1993; Chini et al. 1996; Albrecht et al. 2007). Therefore, the CO SLED of IC 5179 is closer to those of high-z submillimetre galaxies (e.g., Casey et al. 2014) compared to most local (UL)IRGs which have significantly warmer CO SLEDs.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We report our observations and data reduction in Section 2, present the results and discussion in Section 3, and briefly summarize the main conclusions in the last section. Throughout the paper, we adopt a Hubble constant of $H_0 = 70$ km s$^{-1}$ Mpc$^{-1}$, $\Omega_M = 0.28$, and $\Omega_\Lambda = 0.72$, which are based on the five-year WMAP results (Hinshaw et al. 2009), and are the same as those used by the GOALS project (Armus et al. 2009).

2. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION

The observations of the central region of IC 5179 in CO (6–5) were conducted using the Band 9 receivers of ALMA in the time division mode with a velocity resolution of $\sim 6.8$ km s$^{-1}$. The four basebands (i.e., Spectral Windows; SPWs 0-3) were centered at the sky frequencies of $\sim 683.6$, 685.4, 679.9, and 681.8 GHz, respectively, each with a bandwidth of about 2 GHz. The data were collected thrice (two in Cycle-2, program ID: 2013.1.00524.S, PI: N. Lu, and one in Cycle-3, Program ID: 2015.1.00385.S, PI: N. Lu) in ex-
Table 1
Basic properties of IC 5179 and ALMA Observation Log

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IC 5179</td>
<td>22:16:09.10</td>
<td>~36:50:37.4</td>
<td>51.4</td>
<td>3422</td>
<td>SA(rs)bc</td>
<td>Starburst</td>
<td>11.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. — For basic properties. Column 1: source name; Columns 2 and 3: right ascension and declination; Column 4: luminosity distance (we use $D_A = D_L/(1 + z)^2$ to get angular size distance); Column 5: Heliocentric velocity from NASA/IPAC extragalactic database (NED); Column 6: morphology classification from NED; Column 7: Nuclear activity classification; Column 8: total infrared luminosity. For ALMA observation log. Column 1: schedule-block number; Column 2 and 3: observation date and time; Column 4: configuration; Column 5: number of usable antennas; Column 6: maximum baseline length; Column 7: on-source integration time; Column 8: median system temperature of different SPWs.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. CO (6−5) Line Emission

Figures [H, I] show the integrated CO (6−5) emission, the 434$\mu$m continuum, the velocity field and velocity dispersion maps, respectively. All images are overlaid by the same contours of the integrated CO (6−5) line emission. The overall CO image looks clumpy, which may be due to the fact that (1) dense molecular gas is sparsely distributed in galaxies; and (2) our high resolution observation resolves out the largest-scale structures of $\gtrsim$2$'$ and excludes weak/extended morphologies from being revealed in our maps. Furthermore, instead of discrete GMCs, we observed a complicated filamentary web, similar to what has been found in Galactic star formation regions (Molinari et al. 2010).

Using the clump-finding algorithm of Williams et al. (1994), which performs a blind search for clumps by contouring the map at different levels to identify peaks, we identified 14 clumps and labelled them in Figure [H]. The properties of these clumps, such as their positions, integrated fluxes, sizes (uncorrected for the beamsize), and velocity dispersions, are given in Table 2. From the table we can see that only 3 of these 14 clumps are resolved by our observation. This might be due to the fact that the CO (6−5) emission practically traces warm and dense molecular cores which are significantly more com-

In the Galactic center, the warm and dense molecular cores present a challenge due to the angular resolution of the observations. In black numbers are the clumps listed in Table 2. The filled (white) ellipse in (a) and (b) show the beam shapes. Referring to (a) Gaussian beam of FWHM $\theta \equiv 50.0''$ (Zhao et al. 2016a; Lu et al. 2017), and for the ALMA FOV $434$ Jy km s$^{-1}$ beam$^{-1}$ ($\sigma = 0.46$ Jy km s$^{-1}$ beam$^{-1}$). The filled (white) ellipse in (a) gives the region used to measure the total flux and extract the spectrum, and the (black) numbers are the clumps listed in Table 2. The filled (white) ellipse in (a) and (b) show the beam shapes.

The total flux of CO (6−5) measured within a circle of $r = 1.125''$ (as plotted in Figure 1b) from the integrated image is $160 \pm 16$ Jy km s$^{-1}$, which is about 20% of our SPIRE/FTS-measured flux of $802 \pm 52$ Jy km s$^{-1}$ (Lu et al. 2017), obtained with a much larger aperture of $\sim 33''$. To further constrain the fraction recovered by our observation within the ALMA FOV, we adopted a simple method to estimate the total CO flux (and the dust continuum flux) within our FOV. Firstly, we assume that the CO (6−5) (or dust continuum at 434 μm) to the 70 micron flux ratio ($R_{\text{CO/70}}$) is constant, according to Lu et al. (2014) and Liu et al. (2015). Secondly, we calculated $f_{\text{70}}(\theta)$, the fractional 70 μm flux within a Gaussian beam of FWHM $\theta$. For the Herschel FTS beam (FWHM~$35''$) at CO (6−5), $f_{\text{70}}(35'')$ is about 0.8 (Zhao et al. 2016a; Lu et al. 2017), and for the ALMA FOV $f_{\text{70}}(9'')$ is $\sim 0.4$. Therefore, our observation recovers 40% ($\equiv 0.8/0.4 \times 20\%$) of the total CO flux within the ALMA FOV. However, this missing flux is a very crude estimation since $R_{\text{CO/70}}$ may vary at physical scales of $\lesssim 1$ kpc (e.g., Liu et al. 2015).

Our result indicates that the majority of the CO (6−5) emission in IC 5179 is missed by our ALMA observation, though our previous studies show that in nearby LIRGs the CO (6−5) emission is highly concentrated in regions with a scale of half kpc (Xu et al. 2014, 2015; Zhao et al. 2016b). This could be attributed to the following reasons: (1) Substantial CO (6−5) emission exists beyond the ALMA $\sim 9''$ field of view; (2) The extended emission with a scale $>2''$.1 ($\sim 520$ pc) is resolved out by our observation (the size of the line/continuum region is very close to $2''$.1, which might be indirect evidence); (3) Weak diffuse features are below our sensitivity; and (4) a combination of these three. Indeed, the measured flux is 1.4 times higher than the current value when a much larger beam ($0''.86 \times 0''.86$) is used. This coarser resolution was obtained by doing the clean weighted with robust $= 2.0$ and uv-taper (outertaper = 100kλ). We also note that the total flux derived from the sum of the aperture photometry of individual channels (centered on the emission features for each given channel) is $\sim 180 \pm 18$
cant effect since some segments are separated by 2 \text{arcsec}. Affected more severely by the (negative) side-lobes of different channel maps, the integrated emission is § the channel maps in the region within the circle in Figure 1a. The spectrum has amplitude, central velocity and FWHM of each Gaussian function Jy km s$^{-1}$. Figure 1. The dotted line gives the 3-Gaussian fitting result. The primary beam correction; solid line) taken within the white circle in Figure 2. The spatially integrated CO (6−5) molecular gas disk, is 3345 km s$^{-1}$, or 25 $\text{arcsec}$ extends beyond the interferometer-to-single-dish flux ratio of the systematic velocity of the kinematic center of the warm dense gas cores are strongly coupled at large scales (e.g., >100 pc). As shown in Figure 1, the continuum generally correlates spatially with the CO (6−5) line emission as well in IC 5179. However, similar to what found in Arp 220 (Rangwala et al. 2015) and NGC 7130 (Zhao et al. 2016b), there also exist offsets (0.1′−0.3′, or 25−100 pc for different objects) between local peaks in the line and continuum emission. Furthermore, there is weak/no detectable dust emission in about a half of the CO-emission region (southwest).

To further investigate the difference between the spatial distribution of the line and continuum emission, we plotted the CO (6−5)-to-continuum luminosity ratio (logarithm scale) in Figure 3. Here we have adopted $\nu f_c$ (cont) as the monochromatic luminosity of the continuum emission. For pixels with fluxes less than 2σ, we used the 2σ flux to calculate the ratio. From Figure 3, we can see that the CO-to-dust luminosity ratio varies by a factor of >10.

As discussed in detail in Zhao et al. (2016b), the displacement between the dust and line emission peaks, and the variation of the CO-to-dust luminosity ratio in NGC 7130 can be understood if they are heated by different mechanisms, e.g., the dust is heated by the UV radiation from young massive stars, whereas (part of) the CO-emission gas is mainly heated by supernova-driven shocks (see, e.g., Rosenberg et al. 2015). This scenario generally agrees with the observed results in IC 5179 as well. For example, the gas in the southwest part has weaker corresponding Pa-α emission (see §3.4), and higher velocity dispersion, indicating a weaker radiation heating by the UV radiation field and a stronger mechanic heating by turbulence/shocks.

Our ALMA-detected flux density of the continuum at 434 $\mu$m is $f_{434 \mu m, ALMA} = 71 \pm 7$ mJy. By interpolating the Herschel SPIRE photometric measurements at 350 and 500 $\mu$m, we estimated that the total flux density at 434 $\mu$m is 3.01 Jy, indicating that only ~2.4% (5% if the scaled value of the total flux adopted; see §3.1) of the total dust emission is detected by our ALMA observation. This fraction is about an order of magnitude lower than the interferometer-to-single-dish flux ratio of the CO (6−5) line emission, suggesting that the dust should be substantially more extended than the warm dense gas in IC 5179.

3.3. Kinematics of the Nuclear Region

Our previous studies of the dust emission at ~434 $\mu$m in NGC 34, NGC 1614 (Xu et al. 2014, 2015) and NGC 7130 (Zhao et al. 2016b) have shown that dust heating and gas heating in the warm dense gas cores are strongly coupled at large scales (e.g., >100 pc). As shown in Figure 1, the continuum generally correlates spatially with the CO (6−5) line emission as well in IC 5179. However, similar to what found in Arp 220 (Rangwala et al. 2015) and NGC 7130 (Zhao et al. 2016b), there also exist offsets (0′.1−0′.3, or 25−100 pc for different objects) between local peaks in the line and continuum emission. Furthermore, there is weak/no detectable dust emission in about a half of the CO-emission region (southwest).

To further investigate the difference between the spatial distribution of the line and continuum emission, we plotted the CO (6−5)-to-continuum luminosity ratio (logarithm scale) in Figure 3. Here we have adopted $\nu f_c$ (cont) as the monochromatic luminosity of the continuum emission. For pixels with fluxes less than 2σ, we used the 2σ flux to calculate the ratio. From Figure 3, we can see that the CO-to-dust luminosity ratio varies by a factor of >10.

As discussed in detail in Zhao et al. (2016b), the displacement between the dust and line emission peaks, and the variation of the CO-to-dust luminosity ratio in NGC 7130 can be understood if they are heated by different mechanisms, e.g., the dust is heated by the UV radiation from young massive stars, whereas (part of) the CO-emission gas is mainly heated by supernova-driven shocks (see, e.g., Rosenberg et al. 2015). This scenario generally agrees with the observed results in IC 5179 as well. For example, the gas in the southwest part has weaker corresponding Pa-α emission (see §3.4), and higher velocity dispersion, indicating a weaker radiation heating by the UV radiation field and a stronger mechanic heating by turbulence/shocks.

Our ALMA-detected flux density of the continuum at 434 $\mu$m is $f_{434 \mu m, ALMA} = 71 \pm 7$ mJy. By interpolating the Herschel SPIRE photometric measurements at 350 and 500 $\mu$m, we estimated that the total flux density at 434 $\mu$m is 3.01 Jy, indicating that only ~2.4% (5% if the scaled value of the total flux adopted; see §3.1) of the total dust emission is detected by our ALMA observation. This fraction is about an order of magnitude lower than the interferometer-to-single-dish flux ratio of the CO (6−5) line emission, suggesting that the dust should be substantially more extended than the warm dense gas in IC 5179.
Figure 4. CO (6–5) line emission contours of the channel maps (velocity channel width $\delta v = 14 \text{ km s}^{-1}$), overlaid on the integrated emission image. The contour levels are $[3, 6, 9, 12, 15] \times \sigma$ ($\sigma = 3.3 - 4 \text{ mJy beam}^{-1}$). In each channel, the central barycentric (radio) velocity is labeled.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>R.A. (J2000)</th>
<th>Decl. (J2000)</th>
<th>FWHMx (&quot;)</th>
<th>FWHMy (&quot;)</th>
<th>$f_{\text{peak}}$ (Jy km s$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$f_{\text{total}}$ (Jy km s$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$\sigma_v$ (km s$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>22:16:09.151</td>
<td>-36:50:36.90</td>
<td>0.37 (91)</td>
<td>0.29 (70)</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>35.4</td>
<td>43.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>22:16:09.122</td>
<td>-36:50:37.07</td>
<td>0.24 (58)</td>
<td>0.29 (70)</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>20.4</td>
<td>31.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>22:16:09.140</td>
<td>-36:50:36.70</td>
<td>0.28 (68)</td>
<td>0.19 (47)</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>28.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>22:16:09.115</td>
<td>-36:50:36.77</td>
<td>0.17 (43)</td>
<td>0.16 (39)</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>21.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>22:16:09.176</td>
<td>-36:50:37.32</td>
<td>0.09 (22)</td>
<td>0.14 (34)</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>22.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>22:16:09.070</td>
<td>-36:50:37.10</td>
<td>0.16 (38)</td>
<td>0.18 (44)</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>22.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>22:16:09.086</td>
<td>-36:50:37.32</td>
<td>0.20 (48)</td>
<td>0.18 (45)</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>32.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>22:16:09.153</td>
<td>-36:50:37.47</td>
<td>0.17 (42)</td>
<td>0.14 (34)</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>26.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>22:16:09.118</td>
<td>-36:50:36.40</td>
<td>0.22 (54)</td>
<td>0.11 (20)</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>29.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>22:16:09.084</td>
<td>-36:50:36.85</td>
<td>0.17 (42)</td>
<td>0.15 (36)</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>24.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>22:16:09.155</td>
<td>-36:50:37.35</td>
<td>0.11 (20)</td>
<td>0.08 (19)</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>27.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>22:16:09.159</td>
<td>-36:50:36.40</td>
<td>0.13 (31)</td>
<td>0.08 (20)</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>17.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>22:16:09.099</td>
<td>-36:50:37.50</td>
<td>0.16 (39)</td>
<td>0.24 (57)</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>34.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>22:16:09.132</td>
<td>-36:50:37.37</td>
<td>0.18 (43)</td>
<td>0.18 (43)</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>33.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note.** — Column 1: clump number; Columns 2 and 3: right ascension and declination of the clump center; Columns 4 and 5: FWHM at x- and y-direction, respectively, calculated at the level of 3$\sigma$ and not corrected for the beam size; in the parentheses we also list the corresponding values in units of pc. Column 6: peak flux; Column 7: integrated flux; Column 8: velocity dispersion, obtained by fitting a Gaussian profile to the spectrum extracted within an elliptical aperture with radii of (FWHMx, FWHMy).
Figure 4. — Continued.
The channel maps are displayed in Figure 4 where channels are overlaid on the integrated line emission. The spatial-velocity structure is demonstrated clearly in these plots. The velocity field (first moment) map (Figure 4b) has the typical “spider-diagram” shape, and shows a clear velocity gradient along the southwest-northeast direction, which characterizes a rotating disk. From the position-velocity (P-V) diagram (Figure 5), which was extracted using a slice with the width of $0''$.175 and P.A. of $\sim 55^\circ$. To have a more detailed view, we further quantify the kinematic features using the code kinemetry17, which does surface photometry to the first moment map by determining the best-fitting ellipse, and extracts information such as mean velocity, rotation curve, kinematic P.A., axial ratio, deviation from simple rotation, etc (see Krajnović et al. 2006 for more details).

Figure 6 presents the kinematic P.A. as a function of radius $R$, where the center (0.0 arcsec) was set to be ($22^h 16^m 09^s.132$, $-36^\circ 50' 37''.00$). We can see that P.A. shows large variation at small radii (i.e. $R < 0.4''$), indicating a twists in the isovelocity contours, and becomes stable at larger radii. The median value of the kinematic P.A. is $\sim 55^\circ$, very similar to the one measured in the optical image ($57^\circ$; Lehner & Heckman 1995).

Figure 6b displays the variation of the axis ratio ($q$) along the radial direction. $q$ has similar behavior to P.A., and has a median value of 0.59, suggesting an inclination $i = \arccos q \sim 54^\circ$. The rotation curve (uncorrected for the inclination) shown in Figure 6a illustrates that it arises fast within the central 0''6, and then flattens. The maximum $v_{rot}$ is similar to that estimated from the P-V diagram (Figure 5). In Figure 6c we also plot the overall magnitude of the higher-order term ($k_5$), which is a kinematic analogous of the photometric term that describes the deviation of isophote shape from an ellipse, and is sensitive to the existence of separate kinematic components on the velocity map (Krajnović et al. 2006). From the figure we see that the relative magnitude of $k_5$ can be as large as $\geq 10\%$ of $v_{rot}$ (i.e., $R \geq 1''$.1), indicating that there might exist some weak non-circular motions (possibly due to infollows/outflows) in the gas disk.

Figure 5. P-V diagram extracted along a slice with the width of $0''$.175 and P.A. of $\sim 55^\circ$. Using long-slit and integral field spectroscopic data of the Hα emission, Lehner & Heckman (1995) and Bellocchi et al. (2013) derived a maximum rotation speed of 194 and 186 km s$^{-1}$, respectively. Comparing with our result, we can see that the rise of the velocity is almost confined to the central half kpc. This result can be confirmed by a close inspection of the first moment map in Bellocchi et al. (2013), though their data have a much lower spatial resolution.

In the second moment map shown in Figure 1d, the velocity dispersion ($\sigma_v$) in most regions is in the range of 10 $-$ 30 km s$^{-1}$. However, regions with stronger emission (i.e., $\geq 3\sigma$; see the contours) in the zero moment map seem to have higher $\sigma_v$, with values of 20 $-$ 35 km s$^{-1}$. From the P-V diagram, the velocity gradient due to the rotation is estimated to be $dV/dr \sim 0.9$ km s$^{-1}$ pc$^{-1}$, corresponding to a line widening of about 9 km s$^{-1}$ within individual beams (linear size of $\sim 34$ pc). This is consistent with the smallest $\sigma_v$ shown in the velocity dispersion map (Figure 4b).

3.4. Comparison with Pa-α Observations

In Figure 7 we plot the high-resolution ($0''$.18) HST Pa-α (Alonso-Herrero et al. 2006; Diáz-Santos et al. 2008) image. The Pa-α map was obtained from a set of HST NIR narrow-band images (Diáz-Santos et al. 2008), and is sensitive to the existence of separate kinematic components on the velocity map (Krajnović et al. 2006). From the figure we see that the relative magnitude of $k_5$ can be as large as $\geq 10\%$ of $v_{rot}$ (i.e., $R \geq 1''$.1), indicating that there might exist some weak non-circular motions (possibly due to infollows/outflows) in the gas disk.
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2008). We have matched their resolutions by adopting $\text{robust} = 2.0$ when cleaning the calibrated images of the CO emission. As shown in the figure, the CO (6–5) line emission roughly coincides spatially with the Pa-\(\alpha\) emission, though their corresponding peaks do not agree. However, the Pa-\(\alpha\) emission seems to vary smoothly with radius, with no clumpy morphology as seen in the CO (6–5) image. Furthermore, the southwest part of the CO-emission region has much weaker Pa-\(\alpha\) emission. This should not be due to the extinction since the dust continuum is much weaker (see Figure 1b) and the CO-to-continuum ratio is higher (Figures 3 and 7b) in this region.

Figure 7 shows the Pa-\(\alpha\) equivalent width (EW; free from the extinction effect) image overlaid by CO-to-dust continuum ratio contours, where we have also adopted $2\sigma$ as upper limits. As illustrated in Díaz-Santos et al. (2008), the Pa-\(\alpha\) EW is a useful age indicator of young stellar populations. It is interesting to find that the southwest region, where the CO-to-dust ratio is generally higher, shows about one order of magnitude smaller Pa-\(\alpha\) EW than the northeast region, suggesting an older stellar population. This result, combining with the increasing non-circular motions (Figure 6A), provides indirect evidence that the gas in the southwest region could be mainly excited by mechanical heating rather than UV photons from young massive stars.

4. SUMMARY

In this paper we present our ALMA observations of the CO (6–5) line emission and the continuum emission at $\sim 434 \mu m$ in the nucleus of the nearby LIRG IC 5179, with a physical resolution of about $37 \text{pc} \times 32 \text{pc}$. Our main results are:

1. The CO (6–5) emission displays a filamentary structure where many dense cores can be located, and shows a rotating disk-like velocity field. Moreover, its rotation curve reaches 90% of the maximum value within the central $\sim 150 \text{pc}$.

2. Globally the gas and dust are spatially correlated. However, their peaks do not always coincide with each other, and the CO-to-continuum ratio varies by at least an order of magnitude. This observed small scale variation can be attributed to the variation in the excitation mechanism of the CO line, as evidenced also by the values of the Pa-\(\alpha\) EW.

3. Within the nuclear region of $R \sim 300 \text{pc}$ and with a physical resolution of $\sim 34 \text{pc}$, our ALMA observations detected CO flux (dust flux density) is $180 \pm 18 \text{Jy km s}^{-1}$ ($71 \pm 7 \text{mJy}$), only accounting for 22% (2.4%) of the total value derived from the Herschel/SPIDE observations.
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